HARD CITY FAQ AND ERRATUM 08.2020

Mistakes happen, and virtually no game is released without minor or major bugs. Unfortunately, this is also the case with Hard City - perhaps
Doctor Zero let a computer virus into our system... Nevertheless, by collecting your opinions and frequently asked questions, we have created
this document. We would like to thank Raphael Klimczak and the BoardGameGeek community for helping us and highlighting some of the
issues previously missed. We hope that your games will be even more interesting and exciting thanks to the explanations provided here.

Marek and Piotr from Hexy Studio

Erratum:
On page 22 in the Rulebook, Episode 1. Mayhem on the Streets,
there is a fragment missing in Special Rules:
EVACUATE A CIVILIAN. The rule text should be replaced with the
following: An Officer on a space with a Civilian and the Helicopter
token with the “Ladder” side up and no active mutants can spend
to evacuate the Civilian. Remove the Civilian from the board.

If William Casey copies another Officer’s Skill by means of his
Skill I KNOW WHAT TO DO, can the other Officer still use his or
her Skill normally?
Yes, they can.

Can you use Aimed Shot or any other form of attack to blow up
Barrels in Episodes 1, 5 and 6A?
No, you can’t. You have to use Shooting Attack.

On page 29 in the Rulebook, Episode 4. Bloody Sunrise, the
Required Tokens section and setup grids, instruct you to use the
Limo token. Replace it with a regular Civilian Car.

On page 31 in the Rulebook, Episode 5. Zero Hour, the grid
shows separate spaces on the board piece leading to the Generator,
but the cardboard component is missing them. Play the game as if
they were printed on the board piece as intended.

How many
does an Officer lose when he or she leaves a
space with more than one Mutant on it?
Only 1.

loss doesn’t depend on the number of Mutants.

Can you spawn Mutant Soldiers and Mutated Rats in Solo and
Cooperative Mode?
No, you can’t. They are only used in 1 vs All mode.

FAQ:
If William Casey copies another Officer’s Skill by means of
his Skill I KNOW WHAT TO DO, can he use it as an addition to
the limits on the original Skill (such as usable once per round,
etc.)?
Yes, he can. For example, if a Skill is only usable once per round, it
can be used by both the original Officer and William Casey.

Donathan Johnson’s starting Skill states: “You can move
through spaces with Obstacles but you cannot end your movement on them”. Does the space with the Obstacle count during
the movement?
Yes, the spaces with Obstacles count for the purpose of this move.

Can you move the Clapper marker from the Opening Cutscene
back to an empty space on the table by means of VHS tape - to
basically use the Opening again?
No, you can’t. You can only move it back as far as to the Opening
Cutscene.

Resolving the Garbage Throw Chaos card, you roll a die for up
to 3 Mutants within range to see if they inflict damage. Do you
count the number of ‘hits’ on the dice to determine damage
(potentially dealing more than 3 damage), or do you count any
result which rolls any damage symbols as a single hit (with a
maximum of 3 damage)?
The first option is correct. It is possible to deal more than 3 damage.

In Solo and Cooperative mode, the Chaos card What the Hell is
This says that each Officer places a donut on this card. Does
this include the used donuts from Officers who have already
ben activated this round?

In the Campaign Play, after each Episode successfully completed, do Officers keep all their gained Skills?
No, they don’t, but they keep their Equipment.
They are only allowed to keep one Skill gained during a particular
Episode after they lose it.

The card Donuts and Coffee makes the Officer restore 1
and 3
... What if the Officer has 4
already, does he or
she restore back to 5 or is it possible to have more?
It is possible to have more, but only for the duration of this turn.

In Solo and Cooperative mode, when F.U.B.A.R. is killed and his
cards are discarded to the Chaos discard pile, if that pile eventually gets shuffled back to the Chaos deck, what happens with
the F.U.B.A.R. cards?
The general rule is that F.U.B.A.R. spawns only once per game. After
drawing a F.U.B.A.R. card again, treat it as “no effect”.

Yes, it includes the already activated Officers.

When an Officer is eliminated, does he or she lose the current
Skills and/or Equipment?
No, they don’t lose Skills or Equipment.
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